Purpose

This Job Aid provides you with a document that describes how to perform the task. You can print this document or save it to your local hard drive.
Procedure

1. Follow the steps below to complete the task:

   Colorado Trails - Google Chrome

   Safety Assessment – Case: 1834056 – JOHNLALI DOEEVJC

   1. General Information

      Family/Name: JOHNLALI DOEEVJC
      Case ID: 1834056
      County: Adams
      Approval Status: Pending
      Primary Caregiver: DEREK JOHNSTON
      Secondary Caregiver: No Secondary Caregiver
      Reason for Assessment: Initial Child Protection Assessment
      Note: Asterisk (*) indicates someone is no longer involved.

   2. Children in Household

      Name: Johnnie Douglas
      DOB: 7/17/2010
      Gender: Male
      Age: 7 yrs.
      Current Age: 7 yrs.
      Rule: FNC
      Rule: FNC

      Name: Johnnie Douglas
      DOB: 2/3/2007
      Gender: Male
      Age: 11 yrs.
      Current Age: 11 yrs.
      Rule: FNC

   2. Current/Impending Danger

      To select "yes", all of the following safety threshold criteria must be present:
      • Specific and observable threat (danger if real, can be seen, can be reported, is evidenced in explicit, unambiguous ways)

2. Module 6: Current/Impending Danger Conclusion of the Manage Safety Assessment
This is Module 6: Current/Impending Danger Conclusion of eight (8) modules in the Manage Safety Assessments process. Please ensure you have completed Module 5: Child Functioning and Vulnerability before beginning this module.

Colorado Trails - Google Chrome

3. The Safety Assessment displays.
Important Note: The steps demonstrating how to navigate to the Safety Assessment will be provided in the future as the navigation process is finalized.

This course will provide the steps for completing the Safety Assessment details after it is created or accessed from an Assessment or a Case.
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4. The Safety Assessment Title Bar.
The Safety Assessment will have a title bar with the following information:

- Safety Assessment - Referral:
  (if the Safety Assessment was created from an Assessment)
  OR
- Safety Assessment - Case:
  (if the Safety Assessment was created from a Case)
- Referral ID or Case ID
- Family Name

5. The Safety Assessment Sections / Panels.
The Safety Assessment contains the following sections or panels as listed in the left navigation bar:

- General Information
- Current/Impending Danger
- Strengths and/or Protective Capacities
- Caregiver(s) Functioning
- Child Functioning and Vulnerabilities
- Current/Impending Danger Conclusion
- Safety Intervention
- Safety Plan.
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6. For this activity, click the **Current/Impending Danger Conclusion** menu item.
To navigate within the Safety Assessment, select the section in the Navigation Bar or use the scroll bar on the right.

For this activity, click the **Current/Impending Danger Conclusion** menu item in the Navigation Bar.

7. Safety Intervention and Safety Plan Panels are hidden.
The Current/Impending Danger Conclusion panel is the last panel in the Safety Assessment.

The Safety Intervention and Safety Plan panels are hidden and display based on responses to the Current/Impending Danger Conclusion.

Back to Workspace

8. Click the less than icon ( < ) to close the navigation panel.
9. The Current/Impending Danger Conclusion Section displays.
The **Current/Impending Danger Conclusion** section displays.

**Current/Impending Danger Conclusion Section**

10. The three (3) possible Conclusions for the Current/Impending Danger.
The **Current/Impending Danger Conclusion** section offers three (3) possible responses based on answers to the previous sections in the Safety Assessment:

- **No Current or impending danger** to the child/youth is identified as part of this assessment.
- Current or impending danger to the child/youth is identified and actions **DO CONTROL FOR** all identified danger.
- Current or impending danger to the child/youth is identified and actions **DO NOT CONTROL FOR** all identified danger.

**Colorado Trails - Google Chrome**

11. No Current/Impending Danger identified.
When there is No Current/Impending Danger for the Child (All questions within any Contact are answered No):

- The first response is selected and cannot be changed.
- The other two responses are disabled.

When there is a **Current/Impending Danger** for the Child

(One or more questions within any Contact are answered **Yes**):

- The first response is disabled.
- The other two responses are not selected by default.

In this training course, we will show a Safety Assessment with a **Current/Impending Danger** for the child.

To begin, select the second response where actions **DO CONTROL FOR** all identified danger.

**Colorado Trails - Google Chrome**
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13. For this activity, click the **Current/Impending Danger is Controlled For** radio button.
14. Click in the **Current/Impending Danger is Controlled For** text Box.
A Comment text box displays and is required to describe how the actions of the caregiver(s) and family will control all identified danger.

For this activity, click in the **Current/Impending Danger is Controlled For** Comment text box.
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15. Scroll down to view the Current/Impending Danger section.
Scroll down to view the entire Current/Impending Danger Conclusion section.

16. The Comments have been added for you.
For this activity, the comments have been added for you.

A rich text editor displays with a character count in the lower right hand corner to aid in formatting your comments. The size automatically adjusts depending on the amount of text entered up to 4000 characters.

Notes can be copied and pasted into this field.

17. Current/Impending Danger Conclusion where actions DO NOT CONTROL danger.
For the first two (2) responses, no further actions are required for the Safety Assessment. You will be able to save the selection and submit the Safety Assessment for Approval.

Next, select the third response where the actions shown in the Safety Assessment DO NOT CONTROL FOR all identified danger.
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18. For this activity, click the **Current/Impending Danger is Not Controlled For** radio button.
19. Click the **Yes** button.
A Warning message displays identifying that existing comments in this section will be removed if you continue.

For this example, click the Yes button.
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---

20. The Safety Intervention Section is now visible and required.
The **Safety Intervention** section is now visible and required.

21. Click the **Save** button.
After completing the selection of the Current/Impending Danger Conclusion, Save the information before continuing to the next section.

The Current/Impending Danger Conclusion section can be updated if the Safety Assessment is not approved.

22. Click the Ok button.
A message displays stating the Current/Impending Danger Conclusion section has been successfully saved.

For this activity, click the Ok button.

23. The Safety Intervention Section displays.

This completes Module 6: Current/Impending Danger Conclusion of the Manage Safety Assessments process. Please continue with Module 7: Safety Intervention.